It was proved in [4] that the ultraweakly closed algebras generated by certain contractions on Hubert space have a remarkable property. This property, in conjunction with the fact that these algebras are isomorphic to Hx, was used in [3] to show that such ultraweakly closed algebras are reflexive. In the present paper we prove an analogous result that does not require isomorphism with Hx, and applies even to linear spaces of operators. Our result contains the reflexivity theorems of [3, 2 and 9] as particular cases.
x g jf?. Of course, reflexive subspaces are weakly closed. This definition coincides with the usual definition (Jt = Alg Lat Jt) if Jt is a subalgebra of ¿¿'(Jf ).
We state now the main result of this paper. Theorem 2. Let Jtbe a weakly closed subspace of^(Jif).
If Jt has property (B" ) for every natural number n, then Jt is reflexive. Moreover, every weakly closed subspace ofJt is also reflexive.
Before going into the proof, we relate this result with the reflexivity theorem from [3] . It was proved in [4] that, if T is a (BCP)-operator, the ultraweakly closed algebra AT generated by T has property (A") for every n = 1,2,_The reflexivity of AT follows then from Theorem 2 and the following lemma. Lemma 3 . LetJtbe a linear subspace of ££'(3tf') having property (Ax). Then the weak and ultraweak closures of Jt coincide, and the weak and ultraweak topologies coincide on the weak closure ofJt.
Proof. Since every ultraweakly continuous functional on Jt extends continuously to the ultraweak closure of Jt, there is no loss of generality in assuming that Jt is ultraweakly closed. Let 8 = 8(1,1) be as in Definition 1, and let <i> be an arbitrary ultraweakly continuous functional on Jt. Then ||<5<í>/(2||<í>||) -[0 ® 0]|| < 8 so that we can find vectors x' andy' such that \\x'|| < 1, ||j>'|| < 1 and 5<f>/(2||<i>||) = \x' ® y'\ or, equivalently, d> = [x ® y] with x = (2||<f>||/S)1/2jt', y = (2\\(f>\\/8)l/2y'. Thus we can write <f> as [x ® v] with \\x\\ < (2/S)1/2||<i>||1/2, \\y\\ < (2/<5)1/2||<f>||1/2. We can now apply, e.g., the proof of [3, Theorem 1] to conclude that Jt is weakly closed and the weak and ultraweak topologies coincide onJt.
We have therefore the following consequence of Theorem 2, which also implies the reflexivity results of [2 and 9] . Corollary 4. Let Jt be an ultraweakly closed subspace of =S?(Jf). If Jt has property (A") for every natural number n, then Jt is weakly closed and reflexive. Moreover, every weakly closed subspace ofJt is also reflexive.
For the proof of Theorem 2, we need two lemmas. The first was proved in [3] for the case in which Jt is a weakly closed algebra. The proof for linear subspaces of =Sf (3t?) is identical (and easy) so we content ourselves with the statement. and ||x° -jc^II < e, || v° -y,'j\\ < e, 0 < i, j < n. Then the vectors {x,7, y,/. 1 < i, y < n} defined by xn = x'n, yiX = yiX, xtJ = ti'1/2x¡j, v(/ = T\~l/1y(j, 1 < / < n, 2 <y < «, satisfy the requirements of the lemma.
Proof of Theorem 2. Let T g if ( jé*) satisfy the property that Tx g (^;c)~ for every x g jé*. We first note that the equality [x ® y] = 0, x, y g jé*, means that >> is orthogonal to (^#x)", and hence it implies (Tx, y) = 0.
In order to show that T ^ Jt, we must prove, according to Lemma 5, that the equality L"=x[xi ® y¡] = 0, x" y, g JÉ*, 1 < i < n, implies E"_1(íTxí, v,) = 0. By what has just been said, this property is satisfied for n = 1. Assume therefore that n > 2, x" v, g jé*, 1 < i < h, and E"_,[x, ® y,] = 0. For every e > 0 we can find, using Lemma 6, vectors x¡¡ = xiJ(e),y¡j = y¡¡(e}, 0 < i, j < n, satisfying, (1) [*,; 9 ykl\ = Sß[Xi ® yk], i<i,i,k,l<n, and
Ik-*,ill =\\x¡-xn(e)\\ <£, Ib,--^îll = \\y, -yj\(E)\\ < £> i < i, y < «. [7] ).
We conclude with a condition implying property (A") and which is sometimes easier to verify. For an arbitrary linear suhspace Jt of J¡f(Jf?) we will denote by^# + the Banach space of all ultraweakly continuous functional on Jt. It is well known that the dual space of Jt * coincides with the ultraweak closure of Jt; we will not use this fact here. The following two definitions were given in [1] The following result coincides with [1, Theorem 1.9] if^is an ultraweakly closed algebra. However, neither the algebra structure, nor the ultraweak closedness of Jt has been used in the proof of that theorem, so that we refer to [1] for the proof. / -» 00
It was seen in [1] that this theorem implies that Jt has property (A") for each n; we recall that property (A") requires the solvability for xi and v, of arbitrary systems of the form [xi ® y,\ = <j>iJ, <piJ Su?*, 1 < i, j < /.. In order to prove the stronger property (An) we need the following lemma, whose proof is reminiscent of the techniques of Robel [9] . and we obtain, using (6) and (9), |k -[*,' ® yj]\\ < «5 + «6 +(n2 -1)5 < e.
The lemma follows.
A routine argument shows now that Lemma 10 is self-improving to yield the following result.
Theorem 11. Suppose Jt c ^f(Jif) is a linear subspace with property Xy efor some y > 6 > 0. // n is a natural number, a > 0 and <£,. ■ &Jt*, x¡, y¡ g jé*, 1 < /, j < n, are such that Ik"!*,® J'y] || <û-l<i,j<n, then there exist { x', yj: 1 < i, j < n) in JÉ* such that 4>ij= [x'i®yj], 1 < i,j < n, and |k -Je/1 < n(7 -eyl/2a^\ \yj-yj\ < n(y -6yl/2a^2, 1 < », ; < n.
Proof. Choose a positive number ¿> such that \\4>,j -[x, 9 yj\ || < b< a, 1 < i, j < n, and let e be a positive number to be specified later (e will only depend on a and />). By Lemma 10, we can find vectors {x), yj: 1 < /, j < n) such that Ik"!*, ® J'y'] || <e> l < **J< ». Ik' -Jyl < *h -^)_V2(^/2 + e1/2(l -e1/2)"k 1 <j < n.
It suffices therefore to choose e so small that b1/2 + e1/2(l -el/2yl < ai/2. The theorem is proved.
We are now able to prove the promised criterion.
Corollary 12. Suppose Jt a j$?(jé*) is a linear subspace with property xe for some y > 6 > 0. Then Jt has property (AJ for every natural number n. In particular the ultraweak closure Jt~ ofJt is weakly closed and reflexive.
